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This manual presents the interfaces of SWS as well as the mode of accessing 
the information resulting from the field operation of the machines with embedded 
technology of Hexagon Agriculture.     

The symbols used in this manual has the following meanings:

Type Description
  

HAZARD Indicates a situation of imminent hazard, which, if not 
avoided, will lead to death or serious injury.

-  

WARNING

Indicates a situation of potential hazard or undue use 
which, if not avoided, can lead to minor or moderate injury, 
material, financial loss and environmental damage, or all 
of them.

  

IMPORTANT Important information which must be observed, so that 
SWS is used in a technically correct and efficient manner.

Introduction
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6  701        System Overview

1        System Overview
SWS is a server with georeferenced database and application, which processes 
the files of maps recorded in the computer on board, generating routine and fol-
low-up reports of the activities, made available to the producers and  providers.

SWS has the following main functions:

• Machine Performance Panel;

• Operation quality indicators and maps;

• Fleet management;

• Planned x Executed Follow-up.

Figure 1 – SWS Application
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2      Executing SWS for the First Time
2.1      Registration and Access

1. To access the SWS system, enter address  
http://www.hexagonagriculture.com and click on Icon               SWS Login.

2. Enter with Login (1) and password (2) data provided by Hexagon Agricul-
ture.

3. Select the language required (3) and click on Enter (4).

IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT

Users are advised as follows: Internet Explorer 8 or later, Mozila Fire-
fox 3.6 or later, or Google Chrome.

If the user forgets the password, it is necessary to request a new password
clicking on field “I forgot my password” (5). An email with the new access 
password is sent to the email registered.

After the login in the system, the Main Menu is available to the user  allowing 
access to the following modules:

Figure 2 - SWS localization on site

Figure 3 - Login screen
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Information Description Further information

Start Graphs of alarms and summaries of week. Chapter 3

Registration Registration of users, computers on-board, maps, 
activities, etc. Chapter 4

Points Dispatch of points and viewing of files sent. Chapter 5

Reports

Includes operation quality report screens (status, 
deviations, product resources) and the times and 
yields (productive hours, stoppages and mainte-
nance, distances traveled, rpm, movement speeds), 
etc.

Chapter 6

Infrastructure

Module concerned with management of mobile 
assets of road infrastructure. It includes registration 
screens and reports with information of productive 
hours, stoppages and maintenance, distances trav-
eled, rpm, movement speeds), etc.

Chapter 7

Agriculture Module concerned with management of agricultural 
activities. Chapter 8

Tools Module with support functions for the management 
and embedded system of Hexagon Agriculture. Chapter 9

Support

Area for inquiry concerning the version of the SWS 
management system and help desk when it is 
necessary to open calls to handle the embedded 
technology (on-board computer) or SWS manage-
ment system.

Chapter 10

Figure 4 - Upper Bar
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The Start menu appears as the start screen of SWS and contains a dashboard 
with information of the latest data updates sent to the system, as the map of the 
stands initialized last week, graphs and information as per user customization 
and configuration.

3       Start

3.1      Email Dispatch
The email dispatch takes the information present on the user’s dashboard to 
his/her email once a week.

To activate the email, click on Configurations on the tab Email dispatch and 
click on Activate.

 

To deactivate this function click on Configurations on tab Email dispatch and 
select the option Deactivate.

Figure 5 - Start

 

Figure 6 - Activate Email

Figure 7 - Deactivate Email
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3.2    Map
In Map it is possible to view the last stand worked on.

3.3      Decalibration Alarm
The Decalibration alarm is a standard graph of the dashboard which allows the 
follow-up of how many on-board computers were not calibrated by activity, aiming 
at identifying the nonconformities and immediate improvement action.
Place the mouse on the graph to view the number of on-board computers
which are decalibrated.

3.4     Low Efficiency Alarm
The Low Efficiency Alarm is a default graph of the dashboard which indicates 
the number of on-board computers which have efficiency of less than 40% for 
each activity monitored.

Figure 8 - Decalibration Alarm

Figure 9 - Low Efficiency Alarm
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3.5     Viewing of Customized Data
On the dashboard it is possible to make available the graphs of the reports of 
Management of Mobile Assets - Machines customized as per the user’s viewing 
requirements, providing a quicker and integrated view on the dashboard itself.
To customize this type of information, execute the following steps:
1. Enter in the main menu in - Reports - Mobile Assets Management - Machine 

Times.
2. Choose the Producer / Provider / Period / Activity and select the option Gen-

erate Report.
3. Thematic tabs will appear containing the reports. Any graph of these tabs 

can be exported to the Dashboard.

5. Choose a Name for the graph or maintain the original name, choose in 
Period the time interval and click on Add.

6. The graph is inserted in the Dashboard.

Figure 10 - Viewing of Customized Data

Figure 11 - Add Graph to Start Page.
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In this module the parts of the system are registered, as:
• Companies
• Farm/Stands
• Activities
• Models of on-board computers
• On-Board Computers
• Time Reasons
• Work Shifts
• Product Resources
• Equipment/Producer/Provider

• Vehicles

After the registration of the parts, they are associated with each other:
• Producer ↔ Provider ↔ Activities

• Producer ↔ Provider  ↔ On-Board Computer

4.1      Company Registrations
In the registration of companies data is requested as: Tax ID, Name, Trade 
Name, Address and daily work. Choose the type to be registered in the options 
below:

Controller

Company which generates the information of the operations monitored, present-
ing it to the producer and provider users, in this case Hexagon Agriculture.

Producer

Company owning the forests.

Provider

Company contracted to the producer company.

4      Registration

WARNING The access in this option is only allowed for the system administrators.

Every system is duly associated with and reflected in the user permissions, paying attention 
to the nondisclosure of company information.IMPORTANT

Figure 12 - Company Registration
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4.2      Farm/Stands Registrations
For the registration of maps of the Farms and Stands it is necessary that the  
maps are in shapefile (ESRI), preferably in projection WGS84 LatLon (EPSG 
4326).

For the registration of maps of the Farms and Stands choose the Perimeter 
Type:

Perimeter not effective (farms): shape in projection wgs84, with information of 
the farm name, farm code, regions, glebes, among other information of the com-
pany divisions. For the registration of perimeter not effective it is necessary to fill 
in the fields FARM, CDFARM

Perimeter effective (stands): shape in projection wgs84, with information of the 
stand code, farm name, farm code, regions, glebes, among other information of 
the company divisions. For the registration of perimeter effective it is necessary 
to fill in the fields FARM, CDFARM, STAND

4.3      Activities
For the registration of Activities it is necessary to indicate the activity name, 
activity code and classification logic of times.

Figure 13 - Registration of Farms and Stands

Figure 14 - Activity Registration 
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4.4      On-Board Computer Models
For the registration of on-board computer models enter with the model name.

4.5     On-Board Computers
For the registration of on-board computer enter with the Serial Number and equipment 
type.

4.6     Time Reasons
For the registration of time reasons indicate the description of the stoppage 
reason.

4.7     Work Shifts
Registration of work shifts. Enter with the data of the producer, provider and 
the work shift start and end time.

Figure 15 - Registration of On-Board Computer Model

Figure 16 - Registration of On-Board Computers

Figure 17 - Registration of Stoppage Reasons
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4.8     Product Resources
Registration of product resources used in the mechanized operations. Indicate 
the code, name of the On-board computer and the description of the product 
resource.

4.9     Equipment/Producer/Provider
Registration for association of the equipment with the producer and provider.

4.10  Activity/Producer/Provider
Registration for association of the activity with the producer and provider.

Figure 18 - Registration of Work Shifts

Figure 19 - Registration of Product Resources

Figure 20 - Registration for association equipment/producer and provider.

Figure 21 – Registration for Association Activity/Producer and Provider
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4.11    Vehicle
For the registration of vehicle enter with the information of producer, provider,

Vehicle ID, model, manufacturer, vehicle type and equipment.

Figure 22-Registration of Vehicle
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Georeferenced points are collected by the on-board computers (CBs) every sec-
ond, being essential for SWS analyses. The points record various  information 
regarding the activities executed in the field, as application of product resource, 
recommendation of product resource, depth, calibration, distance between lines, 
time, speed, time reasons, activity type, producer, provider.

5.1       File Dispatch
The file dispatch of the on-board computers can occur through the provid-
ers or employees of Hexagon Agriculture. Add these files to the system to be 
processed.

The files can be two types in accordance with the equipment type:

• TxF: the file to be sent has the extension APC,
• Titanium: the file to be sent has the extension TI.
The dispatch of files in normal mode is used in situation in which the information 
of Provider, On-Board Computer and Activity is all correct in the file.

To ensure the good processing of the files sent, note the following instructions:

• Send at most 5 files at a time, with different names;
• Files must be in the formats APC, Ti or compacted files (Format ZIP) con-

taining APC and/or Ti files;
• The compacted file can contain folders, but cannot contain other compacted 

files.

For the dispatch of files, enter in the module Points - File Dispatch.
1. Select the producer;
2. Add the items to be sent.

5    Points

In the standardization of folder ID use the name of the producer company, provider, activity 
and project: Empresa_Provedor_Ativ00_Proj.zipIMPORTANT

Figure 23- File Dispatch
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Check the status of the processing of the files sent in Files sent.

5.2       File Dispatch In Advanced Mode
When the data of the files as producers, providers, equipment ID is not co-
herent, it may require sending the files in advanced mode. Use this dispatch 
option, when it is necessary to force information.
In this condition, it is necessary to indicate to the system the producer, provider, 
on-board computer and activity. The files are added and sent, appearing in the 
window Files sent, with the status of their processing.

All the  zip files must be of the same producer, same provider, same activity and same
equipment.

IMPORTANT 

5.3     Files Sent
This window contains the sequence of files sent and their respective status.

Figure 24 -Send Files in Advanced Mode
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Figure 25 - Files Sent
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1. Filter
It allows filtering the files sent by provider, file name, name of the user who sent 
the data, file processing status, effective area % and start and end dates.

2. Indicator of compacted file
Click on the icon to show/hide the file list in the compacted folder.

3. Download of shapes 
It is possible to download any processed APC, in shape format.

4. Maps
For each daily file sent to the system, it is possible to view the maps of points, 
speed, depth, distance between lines, calibration, recommendation, dosage, ma-
nuring sensor, date and time classification. These files refer to the set of  points 
of a day worked of a single item of equipment.

5. Status 
If the status has an error, there were problems in the processing of this file or 
any of the files which compose it. To see the details of the processing, click on 
the gray arrow in the first column of the table.

The processing errors are usually associated with the registration. For example, 
if files were sent referring to Equipment number 100, but this equipment is not 
registered in the system, there will be an error in the processing. After the  regu-
larization of the Registration, this same file can be reprocessed.

5. Data de envio 
Date upon which the user sent the APC/Ti files.

6. Processing date 
Date upon which the file was processed. 

7. File 
NIn this field, there is the name of the zipped folders in the green lines, and the  
APC files thereof, in the white lines.

The folder name follows the standard: Empresa_Provedor_Ativ00_Proj.zip.

In general, in the APC files, the file name includes 4 numbers referring to the 
serial number of the on-board computer and 4 numbers referring to the month-
day. Example: 02200812 (CB 220, file of August 12).

8. Producer and Provider
Identification of producer and provider.

9. Activity 
Identification of activity executed.

10. Area (ha) 
It refers to the area worked fitting in the effective area of the productive unit.

11. Effective (%) 
It refers to the percentage of the area worked related to the total area.

12. User 
User who sent the files.
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The reports are an essential part of SWS, as they allow the user to follow up 
at different operating, time and spatial levels the activities executed in the field, 
being a powerful management tool.

6.1     Concepts for Report Generation
To generate reports it is important to understand certain essential concepts, pres-
ent in the Hexagon Agriculture Systems, thereby facilitating the analysis of the 
graphs, maps and tables.

6.1.1     Time Classification
All the points collected are classified as per the logic referring to different activi-
ties. Parameters as speed of the tractor, speed of the fertisystem or depth of the  
subsoiler rod are considered in determining the time type.

Productive Time
It considers productive points when it is not in suspended operation and the ma-
chine is in full operation, applying product resources and/or subsoiling.

Auxiliary Time
Time referring to events auxiliary to production, usually characterized by the 
maneuvers, but it can be configured as per producer requirements.

Wasted Time
It classifies the points as wasted when the machine is in suspended operation 
and the speed exceeds 0 km/h, an event usually characterized by movement, but 
it can be configured as per producer requirements.

Others
When the machine is in suspended operation and the speed equals 0 km/h.
Whenever the machine has the remote button activated, the operator indicates 
the reason for the suspended operation. The reasons for suspended operation 
are characteristic of each company, the most common being: maneuver, prepa-
ration of the machine, calibration, meals, supply and maintenance.

Operating Time (h)
It is the total time that the machine remained in the field, considering all the 
productive time and the events of suspended operation.

Operating Time (h) = Productive (h)+Auxiliary (h)+Wasted (h)+Others (h)

Effective Time (h)
Recorded as the sum of the productive and auxiliary time, not considering the 
time consumed in interruptions, stoppages and movement.

Minimum Effective Time:  considering a machine group, it refers to the 
productive and auxiliary time of the machine which least worked in the day’s 
work.

Average Effective Time: considering a machine group, it refers to the 
 average of Effective Time of the machine unit in operation in a day’s work.

6    Reports
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Maximum Effective Time:  considering a machine group, it refers to the 
productive and auxiliary time of the machine which most worked in the day’s 

 work. Effective Time (h)= Produtivo (h)+Auxiliary (h)

6.1.2   Operating Field Capacity (ha/h)
The Operating field capacity is the ratio between the area or production ob-
tained and the total time that the tractorized unit remained in the field, i.e., it takes 
into account the sum of the effective time with the sum of all the  interruption 
times which occurred during operation. It can be obtained related to the area 
(hectares) or in terms of production.

CcO (ha/h) =          (Area (ha))            
                      (Operating Time (h))

6.1.3     Effective Field Capacity (ha/h)
The Effective field capacity is the ratio between the area obtained and the total 
time elapsed in the execution of a determined mechanized operation (plowing, 
harrowing, spraying, manuring, harvesting, etc.), i.e., effective time does not take 
into account Time Lost and Other Time, consumed in movement, supply of the 
machine or implement, electrical and mechanical maintenance, meals, prepara-
tion of the machine, etc.

CcE (ha/h) =         (Area (ha))           
                    (Effective Time (h))

6.1.4    Effective Field Yield (%)
The Effective field yield is the ratio between capacities of the same nature 
(same units), being a parameter which estimates or indicates the losses of area 
worked due to interruption times occurring in a work period.

RcE (%) =   CcO   
                   CcE

6.1.5     Area
Area Applied
 The calculation of the area covered and executed in two different manners, from:
• the calculation of the area by the distance traveled (distance method);
• the calculation of the area by concentration of application points (geomet-

rical method);

Both the methodologies should generate very similar results. If this does not 
occur, then there is a mismatch in the application properly speaking or in the 
data collected.
Area Traveled (ha)
In this methodology the area calculated is simply the product of the distance 
traveled by the tractor and the distance between lines specified by the o operator 
in the on-board computer. This calculation is subject to two types of error due 
to the differences between rated (specified by the operator) and actual distance 
between lines.
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When the average distance between lines is correct, the calculation of the area 
by this method also is, as the areas added twice are compensated by the areas 
added, leading to a correct estimate.

Area Worked (ha)
This methodology takes into account standards of concentration of points to cal-
culate the area covered and is stronger and less liable to errors related to  vari-
ations between distance between rated and actual lines. The area is estimated 
from a set of points of application and a radius of action for each point, this radius 
of action being related to the distance between rated lines.
When the actual distance between lines is less than the rated one, there will 
be greater overlap area in the region with greater concentration of points, the 
overlaps only being considered once in the calculation. For situations where the 
actual distance between lines is greater than the rated one, the occurrence of 
overlapping areas will be les and depending upon the  density of points, the area 
is not added in the geometrical calculation.

In the case of actual distance between lines being less than the rated one, the 
area calculated is greater than that actually covered, as intersections are added 
twice. In turn, when the actual distance between lines is greater than the rated 
one, the area calculated is less than that actually covered, as there are intervals 
between two lines which are not recorded.
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Below there are the direct consequences implied by actual distances between  
lines greater than the rated distance, the contrary also applying for situations 
where the actual distances between lines are less than the rated distance.
1. The dosage in kg/ha decreases, although the dosage in kg/plant remains 

unaltered.
2. The distance traveled by the tractor is less than the same area, calculated 

by the geometrical method, covered.
3. The quantity of product resources used is less than that foreseen using the 

original area and the recommendation of dosage in kg/ha.
4. The number of lines is less and, consequently, the future number of  plants 

per ha.

The spacing indicated by the operator in the on-board computer interferes direct-
ly in the calculation of the area worked (ha) and area traveled (ha), consequently, 
in the status worked (%), quantity of product resources per productive area (kg/ 
ha) and per area traveled (kg/ha), as well as the deviation of the area worked 
(%) and the area traveled (%). Regarding the deviations the quantity of product 
resources applied by unit of area traveled related to the recommendation is con-
sidered, while the geometrical area considers only once the overlapping areas.

Stand Area (ha)

It represents the total area of the stand measured in hectares, as per the geo-
graphical basis made available by the customer, see item 4.2. Registration of 
Maps Farm/ Stands.

6.1.6     Recommendation and Deviation
In the application of product resources with fixed rate, the map of  recommenda-
tion can be inserted in the computer on board regarding the work  recommen-
dation. This information is used as a parameter to measure the deviation of the 
dosage applied related to the application recommended.

In the application of product resources with variable rate, the recommendation is 
inserted in the on-board computer and during the application of product resourc-
es considers the local recommendation indicated. In this case, the deviation is 
also calculated, considering the quantity applied related to the  recommendation 
concerned.

Áreas com alta concentração de pontos

Área não somada por baixa 
concentração de pontos

Raio de ação de um 
ponto de aplicação

Figure 28 - Área worked

Areas with high concentration of points

Radius of action of an 
application point

Area not added due to low 
concentration of points
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The ideal situation is that the deviation for the area traveled and the area worked 
is as near as possible to 0%, where it can be concluded that there was no over-
lapping and the system was duly calibrated applying the quantity of product re-
sources recommended.

Deviation of Area Worked (%)
It determines the difference between the total product resources applied in the 
area worked (kg/ ha) and the recommendation (kg/ha).

Deviation (%) = (1- Product Resources/Area Worked (kg/ha) )                             
                                      Recommendation (kg/ha) .100

Deviation of Area Traveled (%)
It determines the difference between the total product resources applied in the 
area traveled (kg/ ha) and the recommendation (kg/ha).

Deviation (%) = (1- Product Resources/Area Traveled (kg/ha) ) .100 
                                        Recommendation (kg/ha)
This is the parameter used in checking the quality of the operation, as the  com-
puter  on-board corrects the dosage applied at each point related to the speed 
and width of work indicated by the operator.
For example, if the machine moved 2 meters and the width between lines is 3 
meters, the quantity of product resources applied at this point must be equivalent 
to 6 m². This dosage is compared with the recommendation, thereby obtaining 
the deviation of the area traveled. If this machine goes over the same place 
upon another occasion, the same calculation is made, not ignoring the range 
overlapped in the determination of the product resources quantity to be  applied.
Average speed (Km/h)
Every second the computer records points with operating data. One of the attri-
butes recorded is the speed of the point georeferenced, obtained by the internal 
GPS of the on-board computer. The average work speed of the machines and 
operation in a determined stand is obtained through the average of the speeds 
of the productive points.

Average Speed (km/h) =∑ (Speed . Productive Points) 
                                                 n . Productive Points

6.1.7     Average Depth (m)
Other data recorded in the on-board computer is the depth of the rod in the op-
eration of preparing the soil when monitored with a depth gage. In dealing with 
the data, the average depth is obtained through the average of the depths of the 
productive points.

Depth (m) =  ∑ (Depth, Productive Points) 
                            n.( Productive Points)

6.2    Mobile Asset Management 
The reports of mobile assets correspond to the yield of the implements and 
machines, as well as the follow-up of the performance of providers, productive 
structures and execution of a determined activity.
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6.2.1    Time Management
The Time Management Report allows the follow-up of the activities executed in 
a specific time interval relating them to different providers or different productive 
structures.

6.2.1.1   Study by Providers
This study allows the follow-up and comparison of the behavior of providers who 
render service to a determined producer, presenting graphs of area traveled by 
each provider, as well as the amount of equipment which worked, the operating 
field capacity, effective field capacity, effective field yield and overtime.

To execute the study by providers obey the following instructions:
5. In Producer choose the producer required,
6. In Period define the time interval,
7. In Grouping define the time scale,
8. In Activity select the activities required,
9. In Select select filter Providers,
10. In Providers select the providers required.

General Graphs

In graph Productive Area Traveled the area traveled in hectares by a  deter-
mined provider can be viewed.

Figure 29 - Time Management - Study by Providers

 Figure 30 - Productive Area Traveled 
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Graphs by Machine Times
In the graph of Productive Area Traveled it is possible to view the area trav-
eled by a provider in a determined period.

The graph Effective Field Capacity shows the capacity in hour hectares in a 
determined time period.

This graph shows the Operating Field Capacity in hour hectares in a  deter-
mined time period.

This graph shows the Effective Field Yield as a percentage in a determined 
time period.

Figura 1 - Número de equipamentos em uso

Figure 32 - Productive Area Traveled

Figure 33 - Operating Field Capacity

Figure 34 - Effective Field Capacity
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Figure 35 - Effective Field Yield

Figure 36 - Time Management - Study by Productive Unit

6.2.1.2   Study by productive unit
This study allows the follow-up and comparison of the performance of the  ac-
tivities executed in the productive units, comparing both units, regions, glebes, 
farms and a more detailed level as stands.

To execute a study by productive unit level proceed in the following manner:

1. In Producer choose the producer required,

2. In Period define the time interval,

3. In Grouping define the time scale,

4. In Activity select the activities required,

5. In Select select Productive Structures,

6. In Productive Structures select the Level required.

To make a study by productive unit at the level if stands ibn Productive Struc-
tures select the upper levels required and the stands required.

For further information about graphs see item 6.2.1.1.IMPORTANT
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6.2.2    Shift Management Report
The Shift Management Report brings information of the times and yields of the 
machines in the field in the interval equivalent to the shift.

To issue a new Shift Management Report obey the following steps:

1. In Producer choose the producer required,

2. In Provider, select the provider required;

3. In Period define the time interval,

4. In Activity select the activities required,

5. Select the work shift, to check the area worked in this time interval every 
day.

General Graphs
This field displays the graphs of area worked, field capacity, operating times and 
average times.
In the graph of Area worked it is possible to view the area total, which is the sum 
of the area of all the equipment which worked, and the average of the areas 
worked of the equipment.
In graph Field Capacity  the operating and effective field capacity are compared.
In graph Operating Times the times of the operating reasons occurred are  
viewed.
In graph Average Times the average of the operating and effective times is com-
pared.

Figure 37 - Shift Management

 Figure 38 - General Graphs of the Area Worked
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Graphs by Equipment
This field displays the graphs of Effective Time which indicates the time that 
each machine effectively worked; Worked Area which indicates the daily  pro-
duction in hectares by machine; Operating and Effective Field Capacity which 
presents the production indicator in ha/h between the equipment.

Figure 39 - General Graphs
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Graphs by Time Classification
This field displays the graphs of Operating Times in hours and percentage, 
detailing the time reasons indicated in the field during the operation.

The graph of Operating Times by Hours displays in hours the time reasons 
indicated daily.

The graph Operating Times by Percentage displays as a percentage the 
hours of the time reasons indicated daily.

The graph of Classification of Time Reasons displays the grouping of the  
hours of the time reasons indicated in the interval of days defined in the search 
filter.

Figure 40 -  Graphs by Equipment
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Daily Data
In daily data there is a daily report of the machine performance status. It is  pos-
sible to download the report in format .csv.

Figure 41 - Graphs by Time Classification

Figure 42 - Daily Data
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6.2.3   Machine Time Report
The Machines Report, present in Reports - Mobile Assets Management - Ma-
chines, brings daily information of the times and yields of the machines in the field 
generally speaking or by equipment.

To issue a new Machine Time Report execute the following steps:

1. In Producer choose the producer required;
2. Select the Provider;
3. In Period define the time interval under 31 days;
4. In Activity select the activity required,
5. Click on Generate Report.

6.2.4    Daily Work and Consumption     
This report is based upon analyses of times and activities versus fuel consump-
tion, allowing the user to follow up fuel expense per  activity executed.
To issue the report, execute the following steps:
1. In Producer choose the producer required,
2. In Provider choose the provider required,
3. In Period define the time interval,
4. In Activity select the activity required. It is possible to select more than 

one activity. 
5. Click on Search to show the study. 

Classification of Time Reasons
This table describes the time reasons in hours occurring in a defined time  

interval.

The graphs presented are similar to shift management differing only regarding the grouped 
time interval, which in this case is the total of the area worked per day (0h to 11:59pm). For 
further information see item 6.2.3.

IMPORTANT

Figure 43 - Classification of Time Reasons
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This table allows the user to follow up the consumption per area traveled and 
the time reasons.

Right below the table, there are the graphs of Activity which represents the area 
worked in hectares per activity in the time period specified, the graph of accu-
mulated fuel consumption in the time period specified, the graph of  global 
efficiency and operating availability, graph of Work hours which compares 
the planned work hours with the work hours executed

Figura 2 - Acompanhamento do consumo por área percorrida e os motivos de tempos

 Figure 45 - General Graphs of Daily Work and Consumption
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Study by On-Board Computer     
Choose the on-board computer clicking on one of the tabs

This table allows the follow-up by on-board computer of the consumption by area 
traveled and the time reasons and fuel supply events.

The following graphs are displayed for analysis by on-board computer:
• Activities, showing the area worked per activity in a specific time 
• period;
• Accumulated fuel consumption in the period specified;
• Machine hour meter;
• Global efficiency and operating availability;
• Daily work, where the start Time line shows the work start time and the  

end Time line shows the end of the day’s work.

Figure 46 - Tabs of On-Board Computer

Figure 47 - Table of Consumption per Area Traveled and Time Reasons and Fuel Supply Events.

Figure 48 - Graphs of Activity and Accumulated Fuel Consumption
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When there are indications of the quantity of fuel supplied in the field
the following table and graphs are displayed:
• Fuel consumption per hectare;
• Fuel consumption per hour.

Figure 49 - Graphs of Hour Meter, Global Efficiency and Operating Availability and Daily Work.

Figure 50 - Table of Fuel Consumption

Figure 51 - Graph of Fuel Consumption
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6.3       Quality Management
The calibrations are extremely important for the correct functioning of the  Hexa-
gon Agriculture Systems, as it is through the calibration that the system manages 
to make the correct application of the recommended dosage.
The calibration must be done in the following  conditions:
• whenever the manure formula or lot is modified;
• whenever the appearance (color, consistency, granulometry) of the manure 

is different;
• whenever there is a climate change (humidity or dryness);
• when the machines are stopped and return to work;
• when the manure is stored for some days and taken to the field afterwards;
• when mechanical adjustments are made to the machine or in the on-board 

computer.

In the quality management module it is possible to generate calibration reports of 
Titanium, TXF and quality management.

6.3.1    Titanium Calibrations
For analysis of the Titanium calibrations executed in the on-board computers 
it is possible to generate the calibrations report which will indicate the number 
of calibrations per equipment, the area, the values of the calibrations, the area 
where the operator worked with each calibration per on-board computer and the 
values of calibration equipment.

Generally speaking at least 2 daily calibrations are expected, on being before the 
start of the day’s work and the other after the stoppage for lunch.IMPORTANT

To generate this report, proceed in the following manner:

1. Enter with information of the producer, provider, activity and period. It is also 
possible to filter by region, project and glebe.

2. Click on Search.
A graph will appear which displays the number of calibrations per equipment.
In this case we have three items of equipment for this provider.

The values of the calibrations are supplied in the rotation/turn unit. For the same 
unit of tractor, implement, activity and product resource, it is expected that the  
values of the calibrations are near, as they indicate that the calibration is correct.

Figure 52 - Number of Calibrations per Equipment
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Choose the on-board computer clicking on one of the tabs

This graph shows the area that the operator worked with each calibration and 
how many calibrations were executed during the day. When red it indicates that 
there was no calibration.
The following graph shows the calibration values (g/turn of the engine). In a sin-
gle item of equipment, we can observe how uniform the values are. Ideally there 
should be little variation, as it concerns the same machine. Such variations can 
occur due to the variation of the product resource.

The information is also presented in tables. This table shows the calibration 
events of the product resources controller, where X represents the period in 
which there was work without calibration, while V indicates that there was work 
with calibration.

Figure 53 - Evolution of Calibrations

Figure 54 -  Area per Calibration

Figure 55 - Calibration Values (g/turn of the engine)

 Figure 56 - Table of Calibration Events
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6.3.2       TxF Calibrations
To analyze the calibrations executed in TxFs it is possible to generate the cali-
brations report which will indicate the number of calibrations per day, the values 
of the calibrations, the area where the operator worked with each calibration per 
on-board computer and the values of the calibration per equipment.

To do the report obey the following steps:
1. In Producer choose the producer required,
2. In Provider select the providers required,
3. In Period define the time interval,
4. In Type select Product Resources or Pneumofathometer,
5. In Activity select the activities required.

6.3.1.1  Product Resource Type TXF Calibrations
The following graphs are displayed for the generation of TXF reports with the 
calibration of product resource type:

• Number of calibrations per equipment.
• Calibration events.

Figure 57 - TXF Calibration Report

 Figure 58 - Product Resource TxF Calibration  General Graphs
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Graphs per TXF  
 
• Area Traveled per day shows the area where the operator worked with each 

calibration.
• Calibration events.

The information is also displayed in tables. This table shows the calibration 
events of the product resources controller, where X represents the period where 
there was work without calibration while V indicates that there was work with 
calibration. It considers as not calibrated when there is change of day or product 
resource, events for which the calibration of the system is recommended.

It is possible to export the table in CSV clicking on button Download CSV.

Figure 59 - Graphs per TxF

Figura 3 - tabelas calibração.png
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6.3.1.2       Pneumofathometer Type Calibrations
The pneumofathometer calibration consists of two stages, first zero depth is ob-
tained with the rod on the soil and then this depth is recorded by the  computer 
in degrees. Then the rod is inserted in the soil at the recommended depth and 
the computer records delta depth in degrees. From this operation the  Hexagon 
Agriculture system calibrates the work depth for the depth value  recommended 
in centimeters by the variation of the angle read by the drivers.

Both the zero depth and the delta depth can be negative depending upon the  
positioning of the machine/implement and the drives.

In SWS the data is dealt with showing the number of calibrations per equipment 
occurring during a day’s work, the area worked in each calibration, as well as the 
values resulting from the calibration (g/turn).

In the graph by on-board computer it is possible to view the area where the 
on-board computer worked calibrated. The other bars indicate the number of 
calibrations.

Figure 61 - General Graphs of Pneumofathometer TxF Calibration

Figure 62 - Area Traveled per Day
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In the graph of calibration events per on-board computer it is possible to view the 
calibration values (degrees). In a single piece of equipment, we can observe how 
uniform the values are.

The table below shows the pneumofathometer calibration events, where X rep-
resents the period where there was work without calibration while V indicates that 
there was work with calibration.

6.3.2    Quality Management Reports
The Quality Management Report allows an overview of the calibration statuses 
per providers or productive structures for management analyses.

To do the report obey the following steps:
1. In Producer choose the producer required;
2. In Period define the time interval;
3. Choose the means of grouping as daily, monthly or annual;
4. In Activity select the activities required;
5. Select providers or productive structures;
6. Select one or more providers for the provider type.
7. For the productive structures type choose the provider and then execute 
8. the filter by region, project, municipality and stand.

6.3.2.1      Application Deviation Graphs
In the graphs of deviation of application it is possible to check as a percentage 
the application deviation in the area executed in the period chosen (grouped by 
day, month or year), by providers and by activity. The deviation is  considered to 
be 5%.

Figure 63 - Graph of Calibration Events

Figure 64 - Pneumofathometer Calibration Events
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6.3.3.2       Depth Graphs
In the depth graphs it is possible to check as a percentage of the area executed 
in each depth range monitored in the subsoil within the period chosen (grouped 
by day, month or year), by providers and by activity.

Figure 65 - Graphs of Application Deviation

Figure 66 - Depth Graphs - 1
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6.3.3.3      Noncompliance Graphs
In the noncompliance graphs it is possible to check in greater detail the  occur-
rences of area of stands with area executed without calibration, with average 
deviations outside the acceptable range (+-5%) and stands with more than one 
recommendation for the same activity.

Figura 4 - Figure 67 - Depth Graphs - 2

Figure 68 - Noncompliance Graphs
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6.4       Operating Management Report

6.4.1    Productive Structure Management
The Productive Structure Management Report in the Operating Management 
module provides the follow-up of the activities executed in the field, allowing the 
user a spatial and graphical view of operating performance.
To generate the Productive Structure Management Report proceed in the fol-
lowing manner:
1. Enter the Reports module - Operating Management - Productive Structure 

Management.
2. Enter with the search filter information - provider, project, stand code, min-

imum status of the area worked, start and end period of the  operation and 
activity.

3. Click on Search for a list of stands to be displayed.

6.4.1.1     Export table .CSV
To export the table in format .CSV click on button Export.
In the report generated information is available of stand ID as well as information 
of the activities executed as:
Speed (km/h): It considers the average speed of movement of the machine 
when in productive mode, i.e., executing the operation.
Actual Spacing (m): It considers the actual spacing between lines, once 
having the area worked and the productive distance traveled.
Recommended Spacing (m): Spacing indicated in the on-board computer by 
the operator. When more than one spacing is indicated, the weighted average for 
the productive area is indicated.
Average Depth (m): It presents the average depth of the subsoil monitored, 
when it is effectively executing the operation.
Yield indicators Operating Field Capacity, Effective Field Capacity, Effective 
Field Yield, Operating Availability: see report Mobile Assets Report.
Fertilizers: Indication of product resources specified by the operator in the on-
board computer.
Area Worked: It takes into account standards of concentration of points to cal-
culate the area covered and it is stronger and less liable to errors related to vari-
ations between distance between rated and actual lines. The area is estimated 
from a set of application points and a radius of action for each point, this radius 
of action being related to the distance between rated lines.
Area Traveled: It is the product of the distance traveled by the tractor and the 
distance between lines specified by the operator in the on-board computer.

Figure 69 - Product Structure Management
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Status: Area worked related to the total area of the stand.
Total Product Resources: quantity of product resource applied in all the area 
worked. 
Product Resources /Productive Area: relação da quantidade de insumo pela 
área trabalhada.
Product Resources /Area Traveled: relação da quantidade de insumo pela 
área percorrida.
Recommendation: dosagem informada no computador de bordo.
Linear Deviation: diferença da quantidade de de insumo aplicado por área per-
corrida em relação à recomendação.
Productive Time: Quantity of hours where the machine is effectively working 
with application of product resources and executing subsoiling
Auxiliary Time:  Time allocated basically to maneuvers and other auxiliary 
movements during the activity.
Time Lost:  Constituted mainly by the movement of the tractor.
Outros Tempos: Classified as stoppage time for lunch, maintenance,
training, supply, etc.

6.4.1.2     Export table .SHP
To export the points in format shapefile click on the green arrow beside the Stand 
required.

To export shapefiles in batch, select the files required in the checkbox
and click on Generate maps.

Figure 70 - Export Table . SHP

Figure 71 – Export of Shapefiles in Batch
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A link will be sent to the user’s email to download the file.

On menu Tools Go to the Download Area

The Download Area screen allows the user to download the file created clicking 
on the corresponding icon.

6.4.1.3     Maps and Information per Stand
The maps are available in the icon present in the first column of the list of stands 
resulting from the filter applied. After a click on button “maps”, a window opens 
with the maps available for viewing.

In Filename choose a name for the file with the shapefiles selected in               
Description and specify the file description.

Figure 72 – Generate Maps

Figure 73 - File Dispatch

Figure 74 -Download Area

Figure 75 - Download Area

Figure 76 - Maps
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Upon choosing one of the map options available, a new window is opened,
with the following follow-up header:

Area 01
ID information of stand/farm and activity executed.

Area 02  
Information referring to the area executed and the product resources applied.
Area 03  
Based upon the area executed and the spacings preconfigured, the system in-
dicates estimates of the quantity of seedlings required for the area prepared for 
the planting.
The distance between lines (weighted average) considers the width indicated in 
the on-board computer and weighted by the area referring to each value.
The actual distance between lines is obtained through the area worked and pro-
ductive distance traveled.
Actual between lines (m) =   Area Worked (m)     
                                          Distance Traveled (m)
Area 04
Period: Start and end date of the activity executed in this stand. Status: Percent-
age of area worked.
Average depth: Average depth of subsoiling. It considers only 
measurements of the productive area.
Average Speed: Speed of movement of the machine in the execution of the 
activity. It only considers measurements of the productive area.
Fertilizers: ID of product resources indicated in the on-board computer. Recom-
mendation (kg/ha): Recommendation of the dosage applied of product resources 
in this stand.

6.4.1.1     Map types
The thematic maps aim to follow up the different aspects inherent in the field 
activities providing the immediate analysis as the stand is being worked, thus 
being an important spatial viewing tool inserted in the Hexagon Agriculture man-
agement systems.

Certain pages of the Web may be blocked by the pop-up of the navigator. In this case, it is
necessary to unblock it for portal SWS and click to open the map againIMPORTANT

Figure 77 - Follow-up
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Area Worked
The area worked in the stand is displayed in this map.

Calibration
The calibration of product resources is displayed in this map. The latter does 
not indicate the points where there was no calibration, but the calibration value 
recorded by the on-board computer.

Files  
All the files sent to the system with data of the stand activities are displayed in 
this map.

Figure 78 - File Map.

Figure 79 - Map of Area Worked

Figure 80 - Calibration Map
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Classification of Time per Equipment  
This map displays the classification of time by equipment without the stand filter.

Classification of Time per Stand
This map displays the classification of time by equipment only in the stand area.

Date  
This map displays the period when there was activity in the stand.

Figure 81 - Classification of Time per Equipment

Figure 82 - Classification of Time per Stand

Figure 83 - Period when there was Activity in the Stand
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Linear Deviation
This map represents the linear deviation in the application of product resources.

Distance between lines
The recommended distance between lines is indicated in this map.

Dosage
This map displays the dosage of product resources applied.

Figure 84 - Linear Deviation

Figure 85 - Distance between Lines

Figure 86 - Dosage
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Recommendation
This map displays the recommended application of product resources specified 
in the on-board computer.

Equipment  
This map displays the equipment which worked in the stand.

Points  
This map displays the points collected by the equipment.

Figure 87 - Recommendation

Figure 88 - Equipment

Figure 89 - Points
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Depth
This map displays the depth monitored.dade monitorada.

Speed  
This map displays the speed recorded by the computers on-board.

Manure Sensor.
The viewing of the map of manure sensors is divided into two groups, that of the 
manure presence sensor of the first and that of the second engine..
Manure Sensor - Group 1

Figure 90 - Depth

Figure 91 - Speed
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Manure Sensor - Group 2

Also on the maps screen there is the table and graphs of times and yields of the 
stand analyzed, similar to the information found in the Routine Report. Never-
theless, non this screen the information refers to the productive unit /stand.
Choose one of the tabs clicking with the mouse, to obtain the graphs and tables
required.

Daily data displayed in the table

Figure 92 - Manure Sensor Group 1

Figure 93 - Manure Sensor Group 2

Figure 94 - Tabs of Times and Yields of the Stand Analyzed

Figure 95 - Daily Data
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For activities which have application of product resources or monitoring of the 
depth histograms are displayed, representing the frequency of the occurrence of 
dosages and general work depths per stand and separated by machine.

In the pie chart, there is the percentage of the area worked in each 
deviation range of the application and depths.

Figure 96 - Graphs of Yields

Figure 97 - Histogram of Application
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6.4.2     Notifications by email
On menu Operating Management > Notification by Email a table is
Displayed with all the notifications which the user registered to receive by email.
To execute the study of the notifications it is possible to filter by Producer,
Provider, Activity and Status.

To register the notifications to be received by email automatically, select button  
New notification by email. The screen below will be displayed.

To register a new notification proceed as follows:
1. 1. In Type select deviation of application of product resources, actual dis-

tance between lines which is outside the acceptable ranges or status of the 
stand which is the percentage of stand area which was executed.

2. In Limit of tolerance (%) insert the minimum value required for receiving 
notification.

3. Select the periodicity of dispatch of the notification, daily, weekly or monthly. 
4. Insert the Description.
5. Select the Producer, Provider and Activity.
6. Select between Yes and No if wishing to receive email.
7. Click on Save.
8. Your registration of new notification was executed.

Figure 98 - Area by Deviation Range

Figure 99 - Notification by Email

Figure 100 - Registration of New Notification by Email
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7    Infrastructure
Module concerned with management of mobile assets of road infrastructure.
It includes screens of registrations  and reports with information of the productive 
hours, stoppages and maintenance, distances traveled, rpm, movement speeds, 
etc.

7.1      Management Report
In Management Report there is a list of all the times (stoppage, operation, main-
tenance, etc.) developed by each machine which worked on a farm in accor-
dance with its phase (harvest, road maintenance, implementation, etc.) and the 
totalization of these times.
To generate the report enter with the data of Producer, Provider and Period and 
click on Search.

7.2     Asset Management
By means of the Asset Management Report information can be extracted as:  
general graphs (operating times, work shifts, distance traveled, classification of 
times, etc.), graphs by vehicles (speed and distance traveled by the  equipment) 
and several tables per time type, time reason and per each vehicle.
When doing the search filters - producer, provider, phase and period, maps are 
made available which indicate which equipment worked in that area, its speed, 
RPM, points developed and the operating reasons.

Figure 101 - Management Report
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7.2.1     Maps
The viewing of the data by means of maps is done thematically: speed of move-
ment, equipment, date, RPM, points and reasons of operating and is  formed of 
layers of google, farms, stands and progress of the vehicle (points).

Speed Map
On the speed map it is possible to view the speed performed by the machines in 
each farm in which they operated.

Equipment Map
On this map it is possible to check which equipment worked in each area indi-
cated.

Date Map
The date map shows the period that the equipment worked in the field.

Figure 102 - Speed Map

Figure 103 - Equipment Map.
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Map of RPMs
The reason for monitoring the rotations developed by each item of equipment in 
an area is to know if the operation is being productive or not.

Map of Points
This map allows the user to check the points that each machine developed in 
the  areas worked.

Figure 104 - Date Map

Figure 105 - Map of RPMs

Figure 106 - Map of Points
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Operating Reasons Map
Each activity is divided into operating reasons. These reasons are parts of the 
activity which is developed by the equipment in a determined area. E.g.: unload-
ing soil, loading gravel, firefighting, etc.
On this map the user can check which reason each item of equipment used at
the moment of operating in the area.

7.2.2      General Graphs
The general  graphs are the totalization of the monitoring of time and other rele-
vant information. By means of these graphs, it is possible to follow up the oper-
ating times, the effective times per equipment, work shifts, the distance traveled 
and the classification of the times.

Figure 107 - Operating Reasons Map

Figure 108 - General Graphs of Operating Times 
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Graphs per Time Reason
These graphs are distributed by the time reasons of each operation.
In them we can view the opening of the time groups and the details of all the 
reasons indicated in the operation, whether productive or not.

Figure 109 - General Graphs - 2
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Graphs per Vehicle

This graph contains information of distance traveled and speed per vehicle.

7.2.3      Tables
Tables per Time Type

The Table by Time Type is a rather complete table which indicates: how much  
equipment worked per day in an area, the total hours worked, the average of 
these hours, the operating start and end time, the distance traveled by the ma-
chines, the situation that the machine was in most of the time: with the engine 
on or off, and what percentage of the operation the machine was  productive, 
stopped, in maintenance, etc.

Figure 110 - Graphs per Time Reason

Figure 111 - Graphs per Vehicle
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The Table by Time Reason shows how many hours were executed by the ma-
chines in each operating reason for the period worked.

Tables per Vehicle  
In the Tables per Vehicle all the sequential indications are obtained in an individ-
ual manner for each item of equipment used. E.g.: tables are generated contain-
ing the following information: end and start time,  operating reason, distances, 
average speed, etc.

Figure 112 - Table per Time Type

Figure 113 - Table per Time Reason

Figure 114 - Table per Vehicle
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At the end of each table, there is the option Download in CSV where the user 
can generate the same tables in CSV format and transform them to Excel tables 
saving them in his/her own computer.

7.3     Distribution
By means of the Distribution Report it is possible to make the payments based 
on hours. It is possible to filter by contractor, period, phase (cost center), vehicle 
type, vehicle ID.

7.4     Points
The dispatch and upload of the infrastructure points coincide with the points sent 
and dispatch of points of SWS. In this part it is possible to send files in zipped 
folders and also to view the files already sent.
The files are separated by dispatch name, date of dispatch and processing, pro-
ducer, provider, equipment, phase, which user sent the files, the areas already 
executed and their percentage of conclusion.

Figure 115 - Table to Download as csv

Figure 116 - Distribution Table

Figure 117 - Files Sent
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7.5      Registrations
The registrations tab refers to the registration of certain information which is 
crucial to the development of the other sectors of the Infrastructure and also 
serves as a database concerning operations executed by the producer
Phase: it is the cost center of the operation to be  executed.
Reason Type: time groups customized as per classification of companies.
Operating Reason: indication of the times of operating, in production or in sus-
pended operation. It should be pointed out that the productive reasons are  asso-
ciated with rules and sensors which validate if it is in productive mode.
Vehicle: registration of models, manufacturers and ID of vehicles with 
monitoring system.
Phase Configurations: association between information to define the results.
Operator: record of all the operators who operate machines registered in the 
Infrastructure system.
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8    Agriculture
Module concerned with agricultural activities management.
Through producer and provider filters it is possible to generate a report with infor-
mation of the field data viewed through maps and statistics of yield and quality as 
area worked, total product resources applied, deviation of dosage applied, start 
and end date of the operation, average movement speed, etc.
In this report there is the option of exporting the map of polygons of the area 
worked in format .shp.

Figure 118 - Reports of Agricultural Times

Figure 119 - Map Export

Viewing maps

Map export
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9     Ferramentas

Module with support functions for the Hexagon Agriculture on-board manage-
ment system.

9.1     Generating CB file
In Generating CB files it is possible to export the database of the Producer/ 
Provider with all the information required and customized to be inserted in the 
computer on board.

The module offers two options:
• export to TxF in format .arv
• export to Titanium Monitoring, Ti5 and Ti7 in format SQLite.

To generate the export file, choose the option required and insert the Producer 
and Provider.

In the export file information is generated as operators, activities, product re-
sources, time reasons, shifts, etc. and they must be inserted in all the CBs of the 
same provider.

9.2    Unblocking of TXF
To unblock TXF it is necessary that the operator periodically downloads the data 
in SWS. If the operator does not download the data within 3 days, the on-board 
computer remains blocked until executing the process of dispatch of files and 
return with the updated password.

When the data is sent to SWS, the memory card receives a file with passwords 
and these passwords ‘unblock’ the system when the card is replaced in the on-
board computer.

9.3    Access Statistics
The access statistics report contains information of the quantity of access of 
users of a determined producer/provider in a specific period and the date of the 
last access of each user.

To generate the report enter with the provider and producer, choose a period 
and click on Search.

Figure 120 - Generate Files to Export
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9.4     Attendance Sheets
Area to inquire about all the reports of attendance executed in the field by the 
technical team of Hexagon Agriculture. To view the attendance sheets in  Filters 
choose the Producer  and click on Search.
A list will appear with all the attendance executed. Click on the icon to
obtain information regarding the attendance or download the sheet.

9.5     Download Area
Area to download packages of maps of the areas worked in format .shp, 24 
hours after the request by the user in Productive Structures Management 
Report.

Enter with information as creation data and update date to search the file 
required.

Figure 121 - Graph of Daily Access

Figure 122 - Daily Access

Figure 123 - Attendance Sheets
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Figure 124 - Download Area
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In Support access the area for inquiry about the version of the SWS management 
system and help desk when it is necessary to open calls for embedded technolo-
gy attendance (on-board computer) or the SWS management system.

10.1     Concerning
To access the information about SWS version enter Support -

Concerning.

10  Support

10.2  Help Desk
To open an attendance call enter Support - Help Desk.

1. Enter with the company name.

2. Choose the category: SWS or on-board computer

3. Write the subject and the message..

The Hexagon Agriculture team will get in touch to aid you.

 Figure 125 - Support about SWS

Figure 126 - Support Request
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